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Science is a verb
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Agenda

Facebook company

1. Why reproducibility? 
2. The scientific method in the science of ML  
3. Pruning for hypothesis testing 
4. Dagger 
5. Pruning in PyTorch 
6. Measuring the disproportionate harm of pruning 

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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1. Why reproducibility?

Trust

Progress

Integrity

Reliability

Confidence

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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1. Why reproducibility?

Facebook company

https://ai.facebook.com/blog/how-the-ai-community-can-get-serious-about-reproducibility/

Michela Paganini09/22/2020



R e p r o d u c i b i l i t y  

 
 
Spend minutes instead of days on 
baselines

R e s p o n s i b i l i t y  

 
Publish solid papers with reproducible 
results.

D i s c o v e r y  

Find the best models related to your 
research/application!

Slide adapted from Ailing Zhang

Facebook company Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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• unreproducible findings can be built upon 
reproducible methods 

• not just a matter of deterministic reproducibility of 
methods and single numerical results 

• necessity of ensuring the reproducibility of empirical 
findings and conclusions by properly accounting for 
essential sources of variations 

• more energy should be devoted to proper empirical 
research in our community 

• promote the use of more rigorous and diversified 
methodologies

Facebook company

1. Why reproducibility?

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Measurements are affected by 
sources of variations

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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What can we learn from the 
other sciences?

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

The Scientific Method in the Science of Machine Learning, arXiv:1904.10922



A social contract among scientists to 
harmonize workflows and compare 
findings?

12Facebook company

The one and only way to make 
objective statements?

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Transparency Falsifiability Reproducibility Intellectual Honesty

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Key Steps for Experimental Scientific Research.

hypothesis formulation 

statement of expectations 

experiment design 

statistical analysis 

uncertainty estimation

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"The null hypothesis is ..., the alternative hypothesis is ..." 

"If the hypothesis is right, then I should expect to observe ..." 

"I design this experiment to be sensitive to..." 

"Do I observe the expected effect? Is it stronger or weaker than expected?" 

"Do I have enough observations and did I account for systematic biases?"

Key Steps for Experimental Scientific Research.

hypothesis formulation 

statement of expectations 

experiment design 

statistical analysis 

uncertainty estimation

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"The first step towards a scientific formulation 
of ML then demands a more dramatic shift in 
priorities from drawing and recording single 

instances of experimental results to collecting 
enough data to gain an understanding of 

population statistics."

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"it is plausible that a significant percentage of 
published work claiming state-of-the-art 

performance actually has no statistical 
sensitivity to measure their improvement over 

competing methods."

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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cos.io/prereg/ preregister.science

Don't judge a paper by its p-value.

Blind analysis and pre-registration
2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

http://cos.io/prereg/
http://preregister.science
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The Pruning Case Study
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Pruning

Facebook company

"removing superfluous structure"

how to identify?

what kind of structure?

Michela Paganini09/22/2020



The state of pruning

Can be executed before, during, and after training  

Pruning methods differ across many dimensions: 

‣ based on weight magnitude, activations, gradients, 
Hessian, interpretability measures, credit assignment, 
random, etc. 

‣ Layer-wise vs global, unstructured vs structured, etc. 

‣ Rule-based, bayesian, differentiable, soft 
approaches, etc. 

‣ One-shot vs iterative pruning 

‣ Followed by: finetuning, reinitialization, rewinding

Pruning should remove unnecessary redundancy and unused capacity

21Facebook company Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Section title

Facebook company

Initialize Train

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Section title

Facebook company

Initialize Train Prune

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"finetuning"

Initialize Train Prune

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"rewinding"

Initialize Train Prune

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Initialize Prune Train

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Section title

Facebook company

???
Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Reproducible Experiment Orchestration
facebookresearch/dagger
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Goals:  
- Allow researchers to abstract away fundamental scientific 
contributions from experiment-tracking boilerplate code 
- Bookkeeping: track model state provenance 

Concepts: 
- Experiment: the graph 
- Experiment State: a node 
- Recipe: an edge

dagger is a minimal framework for describing trees of network-mutating actions suited to the needs of 

researchers, allowing fast experimentation as well as maintenance of clear provenance in experiment evolution .
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Experiment Analysis

Custom DefinitionsExperiment Loop
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Centralized Pruning 
in PyTorch
torch.nn.utils.prune



New pruning technique? 

Just subclass BasePruningMethod and 
implement compute_mask!
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torch.nn.utils.prune

Facebook company

Mark Zuckerberg 
President and CEO, Facebook

Different tensor pruning techniques enabled 
under a unified framework

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#CustomFromMask
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#PruningContainer
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#Identity
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#RandomUnstructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#L1Unstructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#RandomStructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#LnStructured
https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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torch.nn.utils.prune
Fetches the mask and the original, unpruned tensor to compute the pruned tensor 

during the forward pass → op is accounted for in the backward pass, too 

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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torch.nn.utils.prune
implements the logic that defines which portions of the tensors will be zeroed out 

while accounting for previously pruned entries

tensor "remove lowest 
magnitude 

weights"

mask

input output

(through a prune.PruningContainer) it handles the case in which the tensor had 
previously been pruned by computing the valid entries in the tensor that can still 

be pruned and then applying the new pruning technique exclusively on those 
entries

tensor

previous mask

input

"remove lowest 
magnitude 
remaining 
weights"

defines the interface → concrete subclasses must implement the logic

For example, in prune.L1Unstructured:

output

mask

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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Easy to extend
supports 3 PRUNING_TYPEs: 
'global', 'structured',  
and 'unstructured' (to 
determine how to combine 
masks if pruning is applied 
iteratively)

instructions on how to 
compute the mask for the 
given tensor according to 
the logic of your pruning 
technique

Easy to use
model = LeNet()  # unpruned model 

# L_2 structured pruning will remove 50% of channels across axis 0 
prune.ln_structured( 
    module=model.conv1, 
    name="weight", 
    amount=0.5, 
    n=2, 
    dim=0 
)

Iterative pruning made easy

for _ in range(10): 
    # Remove 2 connections per iteration 
    prune.l1_unstructured(module=model.fc1, name="bias", amount=2)

prune.PruningContainer handles the combination of successive masks for you 

parameters_to_prune = ( 
    (model.conv1, "weight"), 
    (model.conv2, "weight"), 
    (model.fc1, "weight"), 
) 

prune.global_unstructured( 
    parameters_to_prune, 
    pruning_method=prune.L1Unstructured, 
    amount=0.2, 
)

Global pruning made easy

torch.nn.utils.prune

Michela Paganini09/14/2020



GlobalPruning

torch.nn.utils.prune.global_unstructured(...)

layer 1 layer 2 layer 3

Michela Paganini09/22/2020



torch.nn.utils.prune

torch.nn.utils.prune is designed to act on a 
torch.nn.Module

provides an interface for acting directly on a tensor

37

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

https://pytorch.org/docs/master/_modules/torch/nn/utils/prune.html#BasePruningMethod
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torch.nn.utils.prune 

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Prune Responsibly
arXiv:2009.09936

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.09936
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.09936
https://mickypaganini.github.io/pruneresponsibly.pdf
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Prune Responsibly, Paganini [arXiv:2009.09936]

Test hypotheses that class complexity, difficulty, and representation 
matter in determining the accuracy after pruning

Facebook company

Fit a linear model for class accuracy as a function of: 
- unpruned model class accuracy 
- class entropy 
- class representation 
- sparsity 
- dataset 
- model 
- pruning technique 
- weight treatment after pruning

Reject hypothesis that coefficients = 0 

Prune and measure class accuracy for over 1M classes across over 100k models

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Closing Remarks

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Thanks!
Questions? Contact me: michela@fb.com

 ! WonderMicky

Michela Paganini09/22/2020

mailto:michela@fb.com
mailto:michela@fb.com
https://twitter.com/WonderMicky
https://twitter.com/WonderMicky
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Experimental Science

Learn from other Sciences.
Theoretical Science Engineering

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Neural Networks can be thought of as physical objects obeying laws of dynamics. 

CAN STUDY  THE INTERACTIONS OF THEIR FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENTS USING EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES.

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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"Grounding ML research in 
statistically sound hypothesis 
testing with careful control of 
nuisance parameters may 
encourage the publication of 
advances that stand the test of 
time."

2. The scientific method in the science of ML

Michela Paganini09/22/2020
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Code Submission Policies

• ICML 2019 and NeurIPS 2019 rolled out 
explicit code-submission policies 

• Many concerns regarding Dataset 
confidentiality, Proprietary software, 
Computation infrastructure, Replication 
of mistakes… 

• NeurIPS 2019/2020 code submission 
policy leaves significant time and 
flexibility - “expects code only for 
accepted papers, and only by the 
camera-ready deadline” 

Slide adapted from Koustuv SinhaMichela Paganini09/22/2020


